
Naval Medicine Online is Naval Medicine's

new online presence representing, hosting,

and integrating Naval Medicine business

processes and information into 

a consolidated, manageable, and 

tailored view of execution.  NMO 

supports a movement to the Navy's 

ForceNet and Force Health 

Protection (FHP).
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Fast delivery. 
Hassle-free. 
Tailored services.
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Log on to NMO today!

World Class Care... Anytime, Anywhere

Customer Value Proposition

What is Naval Medicine Online?



We strive on individual decision making, risk

taking, and forward thinking. Innovation is 

fostered by freedom of thought, creativity,

and the sharing of ideas among our peers.

We are passionate about who we are and

how we have made Naval Medicine's new

online presence a success.  We cherish and

respect our customer's diverse 

environments, cultures, and experiences; thus

Naval Medicine Online is a direct reflection

of our customers. 

To contribute to every Naval Medicine 
decision.

We provide an adaptable, scaleable, and secure

framework to represent, host, and

integrate Naval Medicine business processes,

create and share information, and develop

tailored services that are cultivated by our 

customer's innovations, contributions, 

and continuous feedback.

Core ValuesStrategiesVision

Mission

We will accomplish our goals and objectives by:

n Expeditiously developing information and 

business services by reusing existing and 

functional programming code, leverage on 

programming language variety, and adopt web

services through a Service Oriented 

Architecture (SOA) approach.

n Thinking like a business to shape our thought

processes as customer oriented profitable

encounters, engage in advanced capacity 

planning, and ensuring we provide our new and

current customers with an attractive, lasting, 

and beneficial value proposition.

n Providing "hassle-free" services that are 

independent of unnecessary user 

authentication and paradigms.


